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Abstract

A measurement of the electroweak aspmetry parameter At is

presented using e+em- + z+~- events born the 1993, 1994-95 data ~ at the

SLD e~eriment at SLAC. me analysis takes advantage of the polarized

electron beam in the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) to improve the precision of

the analysis over the standard forward-backward asymmetry techniques.
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Introduction

A basic assumption of the standard model is that dl generations

leptons couple to the Zo boson with the same strength. ~s concept

known as lepton universality. One means of testing this tenant is

of

is

to

measure this coupling indirectly by measting the electroweak asymmetry

for all three generations of leptons and compting the asymmetries for

each. So due to lepton universality, these asymmetries shodd be measured

to be equal. A brief discussion of the standard electroweak theory and the

electroweak asymmetry is given in chapter 1.

~s thesis examines the electroweak asymmetry for the heaviest lepton,

the tau. ~s measurement was made using the 1993 and 1994-95 data sets

horn the SWC Large Detector (SLD) at the Stanford Linear Accelerator – -

Center (SWC). No methods were used to make this measurement. me

first method used to measure this asymmetry was left-right improved

forward-backward asymmetry technique and the second method used was

a log likelihood measurement. Chapter 2 discusses both the detector and

the accelerator facility itself. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the purification of

the data sample, the two measurement techniques, and comections placed

upon the measurement. Finally, the two measurements are compared

with each other, with the 1995 combined LEP value, and the current SLD

measurement of the electroweak asymmet~ for the electron.
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A major triumph of the Weinberg-Salam-Glashow standard model of

fundamental interactions was the unification of the electromagnetic and

weak forces. Until the development of the standard model these were

thought of as two independent forces, each obeying its own set of ties.

Quantum effects for the electromagnetic interaction between matter and

fight =e correctly described by quantum electrodynamics (QED). The first

formulation of the theory was proposed by P. A. M. Dirac in lg27. It was _

able to predict first order effects such as Compton scattering and Bhabba

scattering but when it was taken to higher orders, infinities were

encountered. The first covariant formulation of QED was developed by

Freeman Dyson, Richard Feynmann, Julian Schwinger, and Sin-itiro

Tomonaga during the 1940’s. This formulation of the theory had the—

advantage that it was renormalizable, thus it was able to handle the

ifinities which had plagued Dirac’s formulation of the theory. It described

the interaction between two vector quantities: the electromagnetic cwent

~a) and the electromagnetic potential (A~).The interaction QED

Hamiltonian (which combines Dkac and M~ell fields) has the fo~:

(1.la)
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me electromagnetic current is defined as ja=-esa, where sa is the Dirac

field symmetry current and e is the charge on an electron.

Sa = ~(x)y”y(x).

So the interaction QED Hamiltonian is

‘QED = –e~(x)ya~(x)Aa(x) .

(1.lb)

(1.lC)

QED was extremely successful. By taking the Hamiltonian to second

and higher order, QED is able to correctly predict Bhabba scattering, pair

production, Compton scattering, the Lamb shift, as well as many other

processes.

me weak force fist manifested itself in radioactive beta decay. me first -

explanation of beta decay was postdated by Femi in 1934.1 He (correctly)

used Pauli’s neutrino hypothesis to explain missing energy in the decay of

the proton. Like QED, Fermi described the weak force as a vector

interaction. In QED, a fermion current is coupled to the electromagnetic

field. But-in Fermi’s theory, the two fermion currents are coupled directly

together, thus his Hamiltonian describes a point interaction. Fermi’s

Hamiltonian has the form

(1.2)

-.
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The factor g is a coupling constant wtich measures the strength of the

interaction, and V~~PVVV~ are the wave fictions for the neutron, proton,

neutrino, and electron respectively. However, Fermi’s theory was valid

only to first order because infinities were encountered when it was

calculated for higher orders. Thus, it w= known not to be the find theory

describing the weak interaction.2

In 1956, T. D. Lee and C.N. Yang showed that theoretically there was

no reason to expect weak interaction to conserve parity. The first evidence

of parity violation was in an experiment by C.S. Wu and her coworkers at

the National Bureau of Standards.3 Subsequent experiments by R. Garwin,

L. Lederman and M.

Telegdis confirmed

interaction.

Weinrich4 at Columbia, and J. I. Friedman and V.L.

Wu’s observation of parity violation in the weak

-.

By 1957, MO experimental facts were known about the weak decay. First

it was short ranged, thus implfing that a massive propagator carried the

weak force. Second, the weak decay violated parity so a vector theo~ (such

as Fermi’s) would not describe the interaction properly.
—

Theoretically, it was generally thought that the form of the Lagrangian

had to be JPAX as it was in QED not JWJPhke in Fermi’s theory, but it had to

reduce to Femi’s theory in the low energy limit.6

The parity violating nature of the weak decay implied that Fermi’s

theory of the weak interaction needed to be modified, so that it too wodd be
-.
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parity violating. ~s was done by Sudarshan, Marshak, Gell-Mann, and

Feynmann during the late 1950’s. ~ey proposed that the leptons were

coupled with their neutrino counterparts to fom the leptonic cuent, with

the coupling given by y= ( 1– y~) instead of y. (as was the case for QED and

Fermi’s otigind theory). So. the weak current is written as

J.(X)=ZV1(X)Y.(1-Y5)W.,(X)” (1.3)
1

Note that in the current, there is a vector term, ~1 (x)y~vV, (x), and

pseudo-vector term, VI (X) Y=T~VV, (x). ~US, this current is often referred

to as a V - A current (vector minus Ad vector current). men the the two

terms are combined, they form a parity violating current.7

Nso during this same period, Yang and Mills proposed the idea of -.

using local symmetry to construct gauge field theories. Earlier gauge

theories had the disadvantage that the symmetries of the fields had to be

global over dl space and time, but Yang and Mlls had a new concept. ~ey

proposed that the symmetries obeyed by the current ody had to be local to

one point in s~ace-time. men the fermion current is coupled to a gauge

field, it regains its global s~etries.s

However, the Yang-Mills gauge theory had a major difficulty. ~s was

that the gauge fields that it produced were massless. ~s problem was

solved in 1963 by Peter Higgs. He used Goldstone’s concept of spontaneous

spmetry breating to enable the gauge fields to gain mass.g

5



In 1967 Weinberg and Salam, proposed that the weak interaction be

invariant under a SU(2) x U(1) transformation. These gauge

transformations represent the doublet state for left handed leptons

(containing both the lepton and its neutrino) and two singlet states for right

handed states (one for the lepton and one for its neutrino). By forcing the

equations to be invariant under these two symmetries and taking into

account that there are no right handed neutrinos in nature; two conserved

charges were found: the ttird component of the weak isospin (13) and the

hypercharges (YW ). These two new charges are related to the
Yw

electromagnetic charge as Q = Is + — & Yang-Mills theory demands,
2.

this SU(2)XU(1) invariant gauge theory produced four gauge bosons (W1,W2,

W3 and B). The intermediate vector bosons actually observed in nature are

defined in terms of these four gauge fields (Wa, B) and by the Weinberg

weak mixing angle (ew) as -.

W* = *[WI 7 iW2]

Z = WqcoseW –BsineW.

A = W~sineW +BcoseW

—

By applying these gauge

was found:lo

(1.4) ~

symmetries, the following interaction Lagrangian

where

-.

(1.5 a)
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L EM = -SV(X)AU(X)

g [J”~(X)Wv(x)+J’(x)w+p(x)]LChmgd =
——

We* 2&

L g

[
J“(x)-

sin2(eW)sW(x)
Neutid = —

1
z,(x).

We* Cos(ew ) e

Note that this Lagrangian now contains an electromagnetic

(1.5 b)

(1.5 c)

(1.5 d)

term, a

charged weak current term and a neutral weak current term. Mso note

that now there are three massless vector gauge fields: WP, ZP, and ~ (the

photon term).

By then appl~ng Higg’s postulate of spontaneous symmetry breaking,

these gauge fields may gain mass and become the massive charged @ and --

the neutral ZO weak vector bosons and still leave the famitiar photon to be

massless. Together these bosons with three generations of leptons and the

yet undiscovered Higgs particle(s) compose the standard electro-weak

model.

Finally, an SU(3) group representing the strong force which is governed

by the laws of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is added to the SU(2)XU(1)

structure described above. So, three generations of quarks together with

eight colored gluons are added to the electro-weak model. This

SU(3)XSU(2)XU(1) structure is the st~d~d model wfich was developed by

Glashow-Weinberg and Salam in 1973.

7



discussed in section one of this chapter, the neutral electroweak

interaction is composed of

electromagnetic term, which is

weak which is mediated by a

two competing processes, one is the

mediated by a photon and the other is the

>’0--<
Non-Pari~ Violating Pari~ Violating

Figure 1.1

Zo. (see figure 1.1) Thus, the process mediated by a photon gives rise to a

non-parity violating term in the cross section while the process mediated by

the Z gives rise to a parity violating term.

Normally the electromagnetic term dominates over the weak

interaction. However, in the experiment used for this thesis, the electrons

collide at the resonance of the 20, so that this parity violating term will

dominate. This enables SLD to perform a variety of precision

measurements of the parity violating process.

-.
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e+e- +Z” +7+ T-

><

e- 7+ -

———
Z“

e+ T-

Figure 1.2

Because of the ZO’s huge mass, it hasmany decay modes. me specific

process wtich this thesis examines is e-L,Re+ + ZO+ Z+z- (see figure 1.2),

where the notation eL,R denotes an electron of either left or right handed

helicity. me cross section for this process is given as

do

d(cos(0))
= (l+ PA,6m)(l+cos2(e) )+2(P6m +A,)AZ COS(e). (1.6)

--

~lr is +1 for a left handed beam and -1 for a right handed beam, P is the

magnitude of the longitudinal poltization of the beam and & and Az are

the asymmetries of the electron and the tau respectively and 6 is the angle

of the outgoing ~- to the beam axis. me magnitude of the electron beam’s

polarization is defined as:—

(1.7)

NLeft and NRi~ht are the number of left and right handed electrons,

respectively. For example, an 80% left handed polarized beam would have

80% of the electrons are polarized lefi handed and 2090 of the electrons are

unpolarized. Thus; on average, 90% of the electrons in this beam would

9



have a lefi handed helicity and 10% of the electrons wotid have a right

handed heticity. Note that the cross section (eqn. 1.6) has one tem which is

symmettic with respect to e and another wtich is asymmetric in e.

The coupbg strength of the electron to the ZO has been measured very

precisely by SLD and the various eqeriments at LEP, so by measuring the

electroweak asymmetry for the tau, information can be obtained on the

coupling strength between the tau and the Zo. Accor&ng to electroweak

theory, this strength should be the same for all leptons, thus the

asymmetries for each generation shodd be equal.

Ae=AP=A7 (1.8)

Thus the measurement of the tau asymmetry could be used as a cross _ ~

check on lepton universality.

The asymmetry parameter for leptons may be alternately written in

terms of the tial vector and vector coupling constants or the Weinberg

angle as

2g;g; 2(-~+ 2sin2ew)(-~)

‘l=(g:r+(gir =(-%+ 2sin2ewr+(-%r

(1.9)

-.
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By measuring the cross section for dl hadronic events*, SLD has used

the polarized beam to make precision measurements of the electroweak

upmetry for the electron by measuring the left-right as~etry aa

(1.10)

al and 6R are the measured cross sections for right and left handed

polarized electron beams and P is simply the magnitude of the polarization

of the electron beam.

A similar procedure was performed in the measurement of the

asymmetry for the tau lepton. The lefi-right improved

asymmetry was measured as

forward-backward

-.

(1.11)

sections for left, and right events wtich

are going in the forward and backward directions. Lefi and right refer to
—

the sign of longitudinal polarization of the incident electron. Forward and

backward refer to the direction of the fid state lepton (in this case the tau).

K the ~- is moving in the same direction or if it is in the same hemisphere

as the initial e- (0 less than 90°) then ttis is classified as a fomard event,

however if the z- is moving in the opposite tiection or hemisphere horn the

-.
* Along with a 10% tau contamination

11



e- (6 greater

topolo~es are

than 900) it is classified a backward event. These event

sumarized in fi~re 1.3.

Right Polarization
Y- Y

Q% ~+ . Positron

Electron
%

Electron

7

%

(Right) Tau’% ~ Tau
-\

(Right) *e
Bac~ard - Right Foward - Right

Event - Event

Lefi Polarization

A%&
(Leti)

Tau’% ~
(Lefi)

BacWard - Lefi
--

Fomard - Leti
Event Event

Figure 1.3

The lefi-right improved forward-backward asymmetry is related to the

electroweak asymmetry as

AFB= :IPIAT

-.

(1.12)

12



where P is the polarization, so by measuring the left-right improved

forward-backward asymmetry, one may find the electroweak asymmetry

for the tau.

-.

—

-.
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- 2.1 Stiord hear ti~der

The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC)is selectron-positron collider at the

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). The SLC was built as an

extension to the existing linear accelerator. The SLC was completed in

1989. The first Zoevents were recorded with the Mark II detector. In 1991

the SLAC Large Detector (SLD) replaced the Mark II and first began taking

data in 1992.

Both the electron and positron beams have an energy of 46.6 GeV. 1 _

(varying slightly from year to year) The SLC is operated slightly off the Zo

resonance (the Zo has a mass of 91.187 + 0.007 GeV)2 because the SLC

polarization depends upon the energy and the particle trajectories. The

beam is tuned so that the uncertainty in SLD’s eventual measurement of
dNzo

ALR is minimized. This is done by maximizing the factor - P2 —— dt

(polarization squared times the Zo production rate).

e-e+ + Z“ at the Zo resonance is also studied at the four experiments at

the European accelerator: LEP (Large Electron Positron Collider) at CERN

with a much greater luminosity than SLC. The major difference between

the SLC and LEP is the topology of the two colliders. As SLC’s name

-.
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implies, it is a linear collider. This is in contrast with LEP, which is a

storage ring

Noflh

Nodh Damping 200 MeV ARC

ring (NDR) Positron

* Gun Accelerator e-

Posi!ron Return Line
Positron
Target

\
50 GeV Accelerator

1,2 GeV Final Focus
Accelerator

South Damping
ring (NDR) South

‘ARC
751*1

figure 2.1

-.

At LEP, the electron and positron bunches orbit the main storage ring on

the order of 10s times per see, thus allowing for many chances of

interaction. The problem with this method of accelerating electrons is that

they have such a small mass that much of the energy which is given to the

electrons in acceleration is radiated off in the form of synchrotron

radiation. The SLC, on the other hand, only allows the bunches to collide

once, thus reducing the power needed to compensate for synchrotron

radiation, but at the same time only allowing one chance for an interaction.

More specifically, the cost of building and operating a storage ring collider

(such as LEP) are proportional to the square of energy of” 1 - ‘‘

other hand, a linear accelerator’s cost is only linearly

the beams. Un the

proportional to its

15



energy.

electron

Thus, SLC may become the first of a new generation of linear

- positron machines.

The process of creating and accelerating the beams to collide with a

center of mass energy of 92 GeV is accomplished in several stages. First,

two polarized electron bunches of 2-3 x 1010 electrons are produced by the

polarized electron source with a repetition rate of 120 Hertz. One of the

electron bunches is accelerated to 30 GeV and then diverted into a tungsten-

rhenium target, where the electrons produce a shower of photons. Some of

the photons pair produce, and so via a magnetic field some of the resulting

positrons can be swept into a return line and transported back to the start of

the LINAC. The remaining two bunches of e+ and e- are then transported

to an electron or positron damping ring, respectively, in order to “cool”*

each bunch to a uniform energy. -.

After the two bunches are cooled in the damping rings, they are

returned to the two mile long linear accelerator where they are accelerated ‘

to 46.6 GeV. The polarized electrons are swept into the left arc, and the

positrons are swept into the right arc.3

Finally, the beams are then brought into tight focus by the final focus

magnets at the interaction point inside the center of the SLD detector. At

the interaction point, they have a 2.6 x 0.8 micron2 spot size. The

interacting particles produce ZO bosons at rest, as discussed above. This

* Cooling the electron beam is the process of placing the buch of electrons in a small ring
then via synchrotron radiation all of the electrons with higher energy till radiate their
ener~ faster than the electrons with less energy. So, the electrons till tend toward the
same ener~ over-time.

16



extremely narrow and stable

accurate vertex detection.

interaction point allows SLD to have extremely

The overwhelming majority of the beam particles pass each other

without interacting, they are then extracted into the beam lines where their

energies and the degree of polarization of the electron bunches are

measured, and then they are disposed of in the beam dump.

SLD
Support

Drift J

I m
\..,-.

Chambers
.:: ‘ Vertex

Detector

—
figure 2.2

-.
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A second distinction between

that the electron beam’s spin is

the SLC and its European counterpart is

longitudinally polarized in the SLC. The

actual degree of polarization in the beam at SLC has been

increasing; from 2070 in 1992 to almost 8070 during the 1994-1995 da

steadily

.ta run.

Figure 2.3

The polarized electron beam is created by directing a beam of circularly

polarized laser light onto a GaAs semiconducting cathode. The energy of

the oncoming photons is slightly greater than the energy gap of the GaAs

cathode.

photon.

between

There are two transitions in the G* which can be excited by this

The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients show that there is a 3:1 ratio

these two transitions. More specifically, the number of times
-.
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electrons are excited by right handed photons from the P3
()~ ‘j=-:

valence band to the S1
()

– – ~ conduction band giving the electron a lefi~mJ -

handed spin is three times as likely as a right handed photon exciting

electrons from the P3 rnj = –~
/( )

valence band to the S1
2 ()

~ rnj=~

conduction band giving the electron a left handed spin. A similar

argument holds for a left handed photons, they causes the emission of a

right handed electron verses right handed electrons in a 3:1 ratio. So there

( -E)
is a theoretical limit of 5070 P – polarization of the electrons emitted

from the cathode. But by placing a strain on the GaAs lattice, this

degeneracy between the

this limit to the degree

two energy levels in the j = ~ state is removed and

of polarization of the outgoing electrons may be in

theory improved to 100%. In reality however, the cathode with the strained -.

lattice has shown a polarization of 80%.4

The spin of the polarized electron is carefully maintained by SLC during “

its acceleration down the linac. By taking advantage of a resonance in the

arc, the electron’s spin
—

rotated so it’s spin axis

precesses while it sweeps around

is along the beam axis as it enters

the arc and is

the interaction

point inside the SLD.

-.
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The S~C Large Detector (SLD) is located at the interaction region of the

two beams (see figure 2.2). One quadrant of the detector is shown in a

schematic cutaway view in figure 2.4.

4

I Maanet Coil II

=! MU-:’:=11111/////1//////////// // ///0///,,

u
tirenkov

Ring Imaging
Detector

II
I I 1

VedL Lumino~ist~w ‘m) ~ SLC
Detector Monitor ‘m’i”e 10-92

SWC HlusRatiom 7282A2

Figure 2.4
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- 2.3.1 Vertex Detector

At the center of the detector is the vertex detector. It is a cylinder

surrounding the interaction point with a radial distance of about 3 to 4 cm

horn the interaction point and is 9 cm long. The vertex detector uses CCD’s

(Charged Coupled Devices), the same silicon chips which are used in home

video cameras.5 Each CCD is comprised of a 222x530 array of silicon pixels

on the surface of the detector. Each pixel has an area of 22x22 microns. As

a charged particle passes through

creating electron hole pairs. The

these silicon layers, it ionizes the silicon

net charge on each pixel of a row on the

CCD is measured, then by using an electric field the row is shifted so that

the next row may be read out. The process of measuring the charge on all

the rows on the CCD takes around 50 msec.6

Vertex --r

SlriDline

Figure

(Beryllium)

MA 1

2.5

These CCD’s are mounted on both side of ladders which are 1 CCD wide

and 6 to 8 CCD’s lnng. These ladders are then placed into 4 overlapping
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nested barrels. The ladders overlap from one barrel to the next such that

any particle emerging from the primary vertex with a polar angle less

than 29 de~ees must pass through two of the ladders. The entire vertex

detector is cooled to -800 C with nitrogen gas in order to reduce the effects of

noise from thermal excitations and loss of CCD charge-transfer efficiency

due to radiation damage. Together these ladders are able to measure a

track to within 5 microns at the interaction point.7

- 2.3.2 Central Drifi Chamber (CDC)

Around the vertex detector are the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) and the

Endcap Drift Chamber. The CDC is a 2 meter long cylinder. It has an

inner radius of O.2 m, and an outer radius of 1.0 m. The drift chambers are

filled with a gas consisting of carbon-dioxide, argon, isobutane and trace
-.

amounts of water. Inside the chamber are a series of high voltage wires

and wires connected to charge amplifiers (known as sense wires). As ~

charged particles pass through the gas, they ionize it. The free electrons,

having much less mass than the resulting ions themselves, drift toward

the positive high voltage wire. As the ionized electron approach the sense

wires, they have enough kinetic energy to produce a cascade of electrons in

the gas. These cascade electrons then drift toward the sense wire,

producing a signal which is

wires detect this cascade.

ambiguity as to which side

amplified, digitized, and read out. The sense

The wires are staggered to resolve left-right

of the wire that the charged particle passed.

The CDC is composed of eighty layers of wires which are in a 0.6 Tesla
-.
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magnetic field. It has a resolution of about 100 microns. The CDC can

resolve two tracks as close as 1 mm apart. g The ‘CDC has an inverse

momentum resolution of 02 (&)=[”:50y+(o.oo50)2.’

- 2.2.3 Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID)

Mter the particles pass through the CDC, they pass through the main

barrel and endcap Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID). This is used

for final state particle identification. It is well known that as a charged

particle passes through matter traveling faster than the speed of light in

that medium, a cone of light is emitted. This is called Cerenkov radiation.

The opening angle of the cone of Cerenkov light is dependant upon the

velocity of the particle relative to the speed of light in the medium. The

angle of emitted

Cos(e) = ypn

where ~=vlc and

light as a function of the particle’s velocity is given as

(2.1)

n is the index of refraction of the medium that the charged

particle is-pas-sing through.

In order to detect particles over the entire momentum range, the CRID

uses both a liquid (C6F14) and a gas (C5F12) Cerenkov radiators. The

particle first traverses a thin layer of the liquid and the resulting Cerenkov

cone is imaged as a ring onto the detector box. The charged particle then

passes through the detector box and into the gas radiator. The resulting

Cerenkov cone in the radiator gas is then also imaged onto the detector box
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via parabolic mirrors. These two rings of Cerenkov photons from the liquid

and gas radiators then pass through quartz windows ‘at the back and front

of the detector box respectively. In the detector box, they are then converted

to electrons by photo-ionizing T~E (Tetrkis-Dismethyl-Amino-Ethane)

gas which was chosen for its very high quantum efficiency for the expected

wavelengths of Cerenkov light. These photo-electrons then drift into a set of

proportional wire detectors where both the drifi time and the position of the

wire hit is recorded. So the detector can measure the size of the rings and

hence the opening angle of the two cones may be determined. By using this

information in conjunction with the drift chamber’s measurement of the

particle’s momentum, the

2.3.4 Liquid Argon

charged particle’s species can be identified. 10

Calorimeter (UC)

Nmost a third of the resulting particles from the Zo decay are neutral

(mostly photons from no decays). In order to detect these particles it is

necessary to stop them in matter and measure their ener~. This is done in

the LAC (Liquid Argon Calorimeter). Like the CDC and the CRID, it too is

composed of both a barrel and an endcap section. The two chambers are
—

designed to be almost fully hermetic and the barrel and endcaps cover 98%

of the full solid angle. The LAC is constructed of cells consisting of lead

tiles separated by plastic spacers. Liquid argon fills the gap between the

layers of tiles. Each of the particle types have different signatures in the

LAC .

-.
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- High energy electrons and photons interact with the electromagnetic

field of the lead nuclei. This interaction causes the electrons to emit

bremsstrahlung radiation, and causes the high energy photons to pair

produce. These processes are repeated for the particles resulting from the

primary interactions causing an electromagnetic cascade ofparticles in the

calorimeter. This process of showering eventually stops once the energies

of the resulting particles are below the necessary threshold energies of

these production mechanisms.11

- Charged and neutral hadrons collide with the lead and argon nuclei.

Since this is a strong interaction, it produces a high multiplicity of

particles. So just as in the case for electrons and photons, a shower is

produced inside the calorimeter. However a hadronic shower is much

more complex than its electromagnetic counterpart because of the greater --

variety and higher multiplicity of particles. Many of the secondary particle

are no’s, which then produce two photons. These photons interact

electromagnetically. Unfortunately, a reasonable fraction of the ener~ of

the hadron is never detected because it is used in the break up of the target

nuclei. Other decay products include charged particles which, in turn

ionize the liquid argon, making the energy clusters used in identification of

particles. Thus, hadronic calorimetry is much more complex than

electromagnetic calorimetry. 12

- Muons, although charged, have too great a mass to give rise to much

bremsstrahlung radiation, but instead they traverse the MC leaving small
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depositions of energy which are characteristic of minimum ionizing

particles.

- Unfortunately, neutrinos

interaction with matter, that they

have such a small cross section for

escape the LAC undetected.

The calorimeter is divided into four sections. First the particles travel

through two electromagnetic (EM) parts where the lead is thin (2 mm) and

are designed to measure electrons and photons. The remaining two

sections of the WC have thicker lead tiles (6 mm) and provide the nessa~

mass to contain hadronic showers. The LAC is thick enough to contain

95% of the hadronic energy.

This design was used so that the LAC would have good ener~

resolution and a fairly flat uniform response for both electromagnetic and --

hadronic showers. The energy resolution for electromagnetic showers is

bath, every second

l“-12fi= ~W 13and for hadrons it is 6070

In order to detect the ionized electrons in the argon

lead plate is raised to a high voltage. So as in the drifi chamber, a cascade

is produced which sweeps the ions onto the uncharged lead tiles. The tiles

along the same radial directions are grouped together to form towers. The

detector’s resolution is limited by statistical fluctuations in the ionization

charge deposited in the sensitive regions and because the fluctuations are

different for electromagnetic and hadronic showers, the LAC’s ener~

resolution differs for these two processes.

-.
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- 2.3.5 Magnetic Coil

Outside the LAC is the magnetic coil. The magnet is a 0.6 Tesla room

temperature aluminum solenoidal coil. 14 The limit of the momentum

resolution of the detector is directly proportional to the coil’s magnetic

strength. 1s This magnetic fields allows the tracking to have a momentum

[)6pT 2

()

GeV ‘ll G
resolution of — = 0.13 X10-3 —

PT c

- 2.3.6 Warm Iron

Beyond the magnetic

Calorimeter wIC)

coil is the WIC (Warm Iron Calorimeter). Like the

CRID and the LAC, the WIC is composed of a barrel and two endcap
-.

sections. This consists of 18 layers of Iarroci gas tubes which are placed

between one inch plates of steel. The Iarroci tubes are filled with a mixture

of 8870 C02, 9.570 isobutane, and 2.5V0 argon gases, and are painted inside

with a slightly conductive carbon paint. 17 A high voltage wire is placed

inside the tube. When a charged particle ionizes the gas, the electrons are
—

attracted to the wire, and the positive ions are repelled to the surface of the

tube. Thus a small charge can be measured on the side of the Iarroci tube.

The WIC was intended for the dual purpose of muon tracking and to catch

the remaining energy from hadronic showers that passed through the

LAC, but it is now solely used for muon tracking. The WIC is very effective

at muon tracking and is able provide enough resolution along the axis of

SLD to measure these coordinates to <10 mrad. 18
-.
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The integrated luminosity of the two beams is found by measuring the

rate of low angle predominately t-channel Bhabha events (electron-positron

scattering) in the SLD detector. This measurement is made by the

luminosity monitor/small angle taggers (LMSAT). 19 These are two silicon

calorimeters which are located 100 cm on either side of the Interaction

point of the two beams. The calorimeters cover the angular region of 28

mrad to 65 mrad measured from the beam axis. Each calorimeter has six

radial sections. A single radial section has 23 alternating layers 3.5 mm

thick plates of tungsten alloy and 300 ~m layers of silicon diodes. The

LMSAT is able to contain 99.5% of the scattered electron’s ener~. Both

calorimeters have an ener~ resolution of a(E~=20ywz0

-.

- 2.5 Me ~ment of el-tron pltition

As the electron beam passes out of the interaction point, the polarization

of the electron beam is measured with a Compton polarimeter. The

Compton polarimeter is composed of a 532-nm frequency doubled YAG

laser which is circularly polarized by a Pockels cell and an electron

spectrometer. More specifically, the circularly polarized 32 eV photons

from the laser intersect the electron bunch 33 meters downstream from the

SLD interaction point. Some of the polarized electrons are scattered by the

photons via the Compton effect. The back-scattered Compton electrons are

then detected by a series of Cerenkov and proportional tube detectors,

enabling a the full Compton scattering rate to be measured as a function of
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angle. By measuring the this scattering angle, and hewing the difference

in the e-y cross section for the two spin states of the” electron and the two

helicity states of the photon, the electron’s polarization can be obtained.21

The differential cross section for Compton scattering of polarized photons

and polarized electrons is

where OU is the cross section for unpolarized Compton scattering,

polarization of the photon, P. is the polarization of the electron,

(2.2)

PY is the

E, is the

energy of the scattered electron, and AC(E, ) is the Compton asymmetry for y-

e- spins parallel vs. spins anti-parallel .22 The polarization is actually

measured by finding this Compton asymmetry for the difference in

counting rates for parallel R(PYP, > O) and anti-parallel R(PYP, < O) beam- -

photon felicities. This polarization is @ven by

(2.3)

—

(A) is the average Compton asymmetry for the energy interval measured

by the detector.

-.
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figure 2.6

As the electrons leave the Compton interaction point, they pass through

a pair of dipole magnets with a field strength (~ B ● dl ) of 3.05 T-m. This

field is strong enough to separate the scattered electrons from the electrons

that did not interact with the laser. The scattered electrons are bent away

horn the non-interacting electrons, and enter a detector. This instrument

is composed of a set of two multichannel detectors. These two groups of

detectors consists of a set of 16 proportional tubes and a set of nine threshold

gas Cerenkov detectors. Each Cerenkov detector channel is detecting

overlapping bands of energy ran~ng from 17 to 30 GeV. The proportional

tubes are arranged in a horizontal plane thus, also allowing the energy of

the scattered electron to be measured. This system of two sets of redundant
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momentum measurements allowed the relative polarization of the electron

beam to be measured to less than 1%.

The laser is pulsed once every 11 machine pulses. The 10 electron

pulses with no laser pulse give an estimate of background from

beamstrahlung photons produced at the SLD interaction region. The

signal-to-noise ratio is 5-1090 for the Cerenkov detectors and 1-270 for the

proportional tube detectors .23

- 2.6 hew S-meter

~ter the electrons and positrons pass through the interaction point and

the compton polarimeter, their energy is measured by a pair of energy

spectrometers placed at either end of the detector.
-.

Each beam passes through a set of three dipole magnets. The center

dipole magnet is an analysis magnet which has a precisely measured

magnetic field that causes the beam to deflect from its path by an amount

inversely proportional to its momentum. The first and third dipole

magnets cause the beam to bend in a horizontal direction which is

perpendicular to the vertical bend given to the beam by the analysis magnet.

Each bend causes the beam to emit synchrotron radiation. The WISRD

(Wire Imaging Synchrotron Radiation Detector) measures the distance

between the two horizontal synchrotron strips created when the beam

passed through the two bending magnets and so it is able to calculate the

-.
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deflection of the beam due to the middle

incoming beam can be calculated as

E JIc Bxdi.km=—
e

analysis magnet. The energy of the

(2.4)

where 0 is the deflection angle of the beam by the analysis magnet, c is the

speed of light, B is the analysis magnet’s magnetic field, and dl lies along

the beam’s path if it were not deflected.24

Spedrometer
QuadmFcle Magnet

Ooublef Vefiical

Figure 2.7
—

The WISRD detector is composed of two grids of copper wires that run

parallel to the incoming synchrotron radiation. The array of wires are

spaced 100 pm apart and each wire has a diameter of 75 pm. The incident

photons from the synchrotron radiation compton scatter off the wires, thus

leave a residual charge on the wire. This charge is amplified and

measured. This technique allows the separation distance between the two
-.

synchrotron radiation strips to be measured to within 0.02%.2s This
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measurement and exact knowledge of the strength and shape of the

magnetic field of the analysis magnet allows the me-an beam energy to be

determined to within 255 ppm or results in an error of 12 MeV for a 45.6

GeV beam.26

Once the two beam’s energy has bean measured, the beams are

dumped.

--

-.
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Chaptir 3

Dati_tion and “

Mcation

- 3.1 Wggers

The first step in categorizing an event, obviously, is recognizing that one

has occurred. This is the function of the trigger. SLD needed an efficient

Energy

Wide Angle Bhabha)

LUM
(Luminosity Monitor Bhabha)

Tracking

—

Hadronic

UC ener~ is ~eater than
4 GeV

EM LAC ener~ is greater than 15
GeV and CDC is ready to take
data

Energy Sum for each LMSAT
is gr eater than 12.5 GeV

At least 2 CDC tracks
separated by an opening angle
of at least 30 degrees.

WIC strip tracks in opposite octants.
Limited to 0.05 Hz due
to background muons
traveling with beam.

At least one CDC track & satisfies
energy trigger.

Random Reads out detector even 2400 bem
I I crossings.(100 see) Used for

I I backgr~und studies.

-.

Table 3.1

-.
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and quick (4 msec) method of deciding if a Zo event has occurred, so it may

write the event to tape for analysis or reject the event entirely. This quick

decision is made by SLD by triggers which are described in table 3.1.1

These triggers produced a rate of around 1 event being written to tape per

second.

- 3S ***on of events

The data which passed the trigger are first subdivided into:

- Random Triggers

- Physics Triggers

- Luminosity Monitor Triggers

Physics and Physics Calibration events were further categorized into

- Z Decay Products (includes wide angle Bhabha, muon, tau, and

multihadron events)

- Luminosity Monitor Bhabhas—

- Track Triggers

The final state fermions were categorized as to tau pairs, electron pairs,

muon pairs, and hadronic final states by their signatures in the detector.

Tracks in the drift chamber were reconstructed and matched with energy

clusters in the MC and WIC tracks. The

can be determined by using a combination-.

35

identity of the charged particles

of drift chambers and the CRID.
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But such particle ID has not been employed in this analysis. Next, the

events passing those cuts are further constrained by placing quality cuts on

these tracks. The events passing this second series of cuts are now fully

reconstructed and are now ready for analysis as physics events.

- 3.3 Wltion of Tau ~enti

Once the event has been reconstructed, the ZO decay product candidates

must be separated into their respective signatures. The tree-level Feynman

diagrams of the various observable ZOdecay modes are shown in figure 3.1.*

e- L.Re+ + Z“ + e-e+

Figure 3.1

These contributions dominate the cross sections for all final states

except for e+e- at low e, which are dominated by the t-channel Bhabha term.

--

* mere is a mode ~f Z“.+ VIVl,but it is unobsemable inside the SLD detector since
neutrinos penatrat e the detector unseen.
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In order to analyze thetau decay mode, acleansmple containing only tau

decays must be obtained. Hence, the wide angle Bhabha, muonic and

hadronic decay modes are background events which need to be removed

from the sample. In addition, the SLD data sample contains a small

number ofso called two photon events (shown below).

e-L,Re+ +ZO +e-e++hadrons

Figure 3.2

Common hadronic final states which are created in this process are nono

and noq.2 —

-.

The major signature of a wide angle Bhabha or a muon event is two back

to back charged tracks seen inside the detector.

-.
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~jor Tau d~ay modes

Decay Mode Fraction Decay Mode Fraction

(1 Prong) (85.82 k 0.25)% (3 prong) (14.38 d 0.24)%

T- +V-VWVT (17.58 + 0.27)% T- +Z-Z-X+V* (5.6 + 0.7)%

T- +e-~,v~ (17.93 + 0.26)% T- +n-p”vT (5.4 f 1.7)%

T- +X-VT (11.6 t 0.4)% 7- +n-@ov, (1.6 f 0.5)%

T- +Z-x”v, (24.0 * 0.6)% T- +K-n-n+v, (2.2 * 1.7)%

T- +X-zn”v, (10.3 + 0.9)% other modes <0.8 qO

Table 3.2

kalysis of the tau lepton poses some different problems than the analysis

of the two lighter leptons. This is because the tau is so short lived that it --

decays roughly at the interaction point of the colliding beams and the tau

(with amass of 1.784 GeV) is the only lepton heavy enough to decay into

hadrons. Theaverage decay len@hof thetighly relativistically boosted tau

is 2.19+0.14 mm.3 Since the vertex detector’s inner radius is about 3 cm, the

tau, itselfr is mever observed inside the detector. Instead, the tau’s decay

products are observed. Some of the ener~ and momentum of the tau is

carried away by neutrinos which pass though the detector undetected.

These neutrinos are present in every tau decay in order to conserve lepton

number. So instead of seeing two back to back charged tracks in the

calorimeter (as one would expect to see for the electron or muon final

state), a single track or a small number of grouped tracks (or prongs) are

observed on either side of the event. The thrust axes of these two sets of
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tracks are acolinear, reflecting the unseen momentum of the neutrinos.

~atis actually seen inthedetector depends onthedecay mode of the two

taus. However, each group must contain an odd number of tracks in order

that their net charge reflects the charge of the tau. The major decay modes

of the tau are summarized in Table 3.2. Most of the tau decays have only

one charged track but about 1570 of the tau decays may contain 3 or more

charged tracks.

In order to reflect the physics of the tau decay and to separate the tau

sample from the other background events; the SLD Tau working group

placed the following restrictions upon the ZO decay product sample in order

to select the tau events. These cuts emphasize purity of the event sample

rather than efficiency. In listing the cuts in Table 3.3, the term ‘jet” is not

used in its conventional sense. A ‘jet” usually refers to a quark or gluon

which has fragmented into a collimated group of particles, but its meaning

in this context is that a ‘jet” simply refers to a collimated group of tracks.

The cuts listed in table 3.3 are designed to reflect the physics of the tau

decay described earlier in this chapter. As discussed in chapter 2,
—

electrons tend to deposit most of their energy in the electromagnetic section

of the LAC. The requirement that less than 4590 of the total energy of the

decay be within this section of the detector is designed to reduce the number

of wide angle Bhabha* events in the sample.

* In this andysis,-tide hgle Bhabha events are defined as having the outgoing electron
track to have cos(e)<O.707
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~ti~ I W*&on
Visible Energy greater than 10.8 GeV ho Photon

I I (12% of the center of I
mass energy)

Tot~ Ener~ in the less than 40.5 GeV Wide ~gle Bhabha
EM section of the WC (45Z of the center of

mass energy)
Largest Cluster in the less than 30 GeV Multihadron
EM section of the LAC (33Z of the center of

mass energy)
Total energy outside less than 5 GeV Multihadron

a Jet
Number of energy less than 6 clusters Multihadron

clusters outside of Jets
Angle betieen track less than 15 degrees Multihadron

and jet
Acolinearity for less than 20 degrees Multihadron

multi-prong events
Mass of each Jet greater than 2.3 GeV Multihadron

Sum of momenta for less than 65 GeV Wide Angle Bhabha
largest track Muon Pair

Acolinearity of greater than 10 mRad Wide Angle Bhabha

(1 prong-1 prong) events Muon Pair

Number of “Good” Betieen 2 and 6 Multihadrons
Tracks

Agle of missing Cos 8 less than 0.88 Wide Angle Bhabha
momentum to beam ho Photon

Table 3.3

& mentioned earlier, one of the distinguishing signatures of a tau event
—

is that some of the momentum is never seen inside the detector since it is

carried away by invisible neutrinos. Thus, the tau event is generally

characterized by two groups of charged tracks which are slightly acolinear.

So, a requirement was placed on 1 prong- 1 prong events not be back to back,

helping to eliminate muon and electron pairs.
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Another major back~ound which must be reduced in the sample are

multihadron events. Multihadronic events differ from tau events in that

they tend to have a high multiplicity of tracks within the event. Many of the

cuts listed above are designed to reduce this hationic contamination of the

sample. As stated above, the cuts on the acolinearity between tracks is

designed to reflect the missing momentum due to the neutrinos in the

decay. However, the required acolinearity cannot be too large or

multihadronic events will contaminate the sample. This explains the two

separate cuts on the upper and lower bounds on the acolinearity of the two

maximum momentum tracks. There must be some acolinearity between

the two maximum momentum tracks in order to reject electron and muon

events, but not enough acolinearity to allow hadronic events to pass the

cuts. The requirement that there be less than 6 ener~ clusters outside of

the two ‘jets” reflects the high multiplicity of ha~onic events and therefore -.

reduces the number of background hadrons entering the sample.

Wlative Yield Efficiency of ~ Sample
Tau Group’sCUti per Tau

Tau 1 0.62 1
Hadronic 20.54 0.00034 0.012
Muons 1 0.0065 0.010
Two Photon 0.66 0.0045 0.0078
Wide ~gle 1.1 0.0014 0.00149
Bhabhas

Table 3.4

The SLD group cuts gave the efficiencies listed above for several different

Monte Carlo samples. These numbers are specific to the recon 11 version of

the SLD recomtruction code. For two photon and wide angle, the yields
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and efficiencies cited are only defined relative to some choices of

parameters in the Monte Carlo generation, but the product in the last

column should be meaningful.

As shown above, the Tau
.

Data Group’s cuts were very efficient at

eliminating the two photon and the wide angle Bhabha contaminates from

the sample, but the cuts still lefi about a 1% contaminate from both muonic

and hadronic events.

~ti~ Reti&on

Highest momentum track Must beat least 168.5 Multihadron
in either hemisphere I degrees apart I

I pass tithin 2 mm of the Cosmic Rays,
primary vertex Beam BackW-ound

Contain at least 1 GeV Multihadron

fcos 0/2 0.75 Fiducial Volume

Sum on charge on +1 on one and -1 on opposing Multihadron

I
Al charged tracks on one fdl tithin a 20 degree cone

I

Multihadron
side of event about the maximum

Table 3.5

In order to improve the purity of the tau sample, make the forward

backward determination unambiguous, and restrict the fiducial volume to

the region for which the tracking efficiency is relatively flat, the further

restrictions @ven in table 3.5 were imposed upon to the event sample which

had already passed the tau groups cuts. 1

--

--
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Again, these cuts reflect the physics of the tau decay. As discussed

earlier, the majority of tau decays have only one charged track, hence the

energy requirement on the highest momentum track. In order to classifi

events, the highest momentum track of the event was used to define the

*S of the hemispheres. This is shown in figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3
-.

In order to further reduce contamination horn multihadron events, all

charged tracks on one hemisphere of the event were forced to fall within a

20 degree cone about the maximum momentum track on that hemisphere

(also she- in figure 3.3). An additional cut was added to force the net

charge on either hemisphere to be -1 on one side and +1 on the other so that

the net charge on the tracks reflects the sign of their parent tau. The cut

forcing the two highest momentum tracks to pass within 2 mm from the

primary vertex was placed on the sample to prevent beam backgrounds

such as SLC muons produced by beam scrapping, or cosmic rays passing

through the detector from entering the sample. The fiducial volume cut

-.
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reflected the drifi chamber’s tracking inefficiencies and limitations in the

region nearer than 45 de~ees to the beam Ms. -

For Monte Carlo events passing the tau group’s cuts, these additional

cuts had the effects Ested in table 3.6

Efficiency of Toti Efficiency of ~ ~ple w
Hcation Cub &&&b of w Tau

Tau 0,702 0.~52 1.0

Hadronic 0.0025 5.1 x 10+ 0.0004

Muons 0.45 0.0006 0.00144

Table 3.6

The total efficiency for taus was 43.5%. Two photon background were

estimated near 0.370 level and the muon sample was cut to only 0.1470. The --

wide angle Bhabha backgrounds were less than O.lYo. Both the wide angle

Bhabha and muon asymmetries were roughly equal to that of the tau.

Thus, the contamination from background leptons should have little effect

on the total measured asymmetries for taus and thus contributes only

minutely to the total error of the measurement. The hadronic sample was

cut to an insignificant level. So, systematic errors due to backgrounds are

negligible in comparison to other sources.

By using the requirement that a event must pass within 2 mm of the

primary vertex, it was estimated that less than one event due to cosmic

radiation would enter the tau sample.
-.
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The effect of the cuts were examined in Monte Carlo to see their effects

on the efficiency as a function of angle. The measurement of the

electroweak asymmetry is accomplished by obseming the production angle

(e) of the tau. So if the cuts produced a sample of data for which the

eficiency depended on the angle of the maximum momentum particle, it

would introduce an artificial bias into the measurement of the physical

asymmetry. So in order to check for this effect, the net efficiency was

plotted for both left and right handed Monte Carlo events. These plots may

be seen in figure 3.4. These plots were made using MC tau events and

passing them through the two sets of cuts. They give the net efficiency of

both the tau group’s cuts and the purification cut on the data sample as a

function of cos(e).

Net ~cien~ - Wth %& of
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0.4

0.2
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i I I I I
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<N. (O .- 13) s-2 sm(to2 .- 931i-3
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Cos e Cos g

figure 3.4
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Part of the reason that the efficiency plots need not be flat with respect to

cosine of the production angle is that the decay kinematics of the tau depend

upon its polarization state. The decay kinematics combine with the effects

of the purity cuts on the energy of the maximum momentum track to ~ve

an efficiency which depends on angle. So as stated earlier, the slight COS(6)

dependence of the efficiency of the purification cuts

measured value of AT away from the value predicted

electroweak theory.

tend to bias the

by the standard

In the tau decay there is a correlation between the net polarization of the

tau and the direction and energy of maximum momentum charged track.

(This effect has been titled the V-A effect.) Since the Zo is polarized along

the beam tis, there must be some co~elation between the felicities of the

final state tau pair. So when the taus decay, their decay products must also -’-

reflect the Zo’s spin state.

First, take the example of the decay mode: ~- ~ e-~e Vr. The best way to

understand the spin-direction correlation in the tau rest frame is with a

diagram as sh_own in figure 3.5.3 This figure examines the case when the

electron has the matimum momentum in the tau’s rest frame compared to

all the other tau decay products. In order for this to be true, the two

neutrinos must be emitted in the direction opposite to the electron. The VT

always has a positive helicity state and the D, always has a negative helicity

state, so the sum of the z components of the total angular momentum due to

the two neutrinos is

momentum duato the

zero. Since the net z component of the angular

two neutrinos is zero, the z component of the spin of
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the electron must reflect the initial z component

must also conserve total angular momentum

helicity to the ~,, if it is examined in the massless

of spin of the tau But it

and have the opposing

electron limit.4

+

A
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T+

v v
T e

Favored Forbidden

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

7– + e—vev~

Favored

A
e-

T-

V v
T e

Forbidden

I

Figure 3.5

Therefore, examining the decay in the tau’s rest frame, the electron has

maximum energy if it is emitted opposite to the direction of spin of the tau.—

Exactly the opposite is true for 7+ + e+veU7 because of the opposite helicity

of the v,; the positron will have maximum ener~ if it is emitted in the

same direction as the direction of spin of the tau. So, there is a correlation

between the direction of polarization of the final state tau and the daughter

electron’s momentum direction. A similar argument may be made for the

modes - ~– + p–vu V7 and ~++ ~+vPfi,; that is that the outgoing ~+ will

-.
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tend to travel in the same direction as the spin of the tau; and the outgoing

~- will tend to travel in the opposite &rection as the spin of the tau.

A second decay mode of the tau that also shows this same bias is

T- + v~x- or ~+ + ~~n+. The spin dependence of this mode is (perhaps) a bit

easier to understand. The pion is a scalar particle, hence all the spin

information in the decay must be transited by the outgoing neutrino.

Other decay modes of the tau show similar tendencies in prejudicing the

direction of the outgoing particles.

The main lab frame consequence

of the maximum momentum track

of the above effects are that the energy

is correlated to the production angle.

There are specific cuts which target the energy of the maximum

momentum charged track. SO this bias in the energy distribution produces -.

a slight cos(e) dependence to the net efficiency.

Aso related to the kinematics of the tau decay is the angle between the

tau track and the angle of the maximum momentum particle which was

used to identi~ it. By using Monte Carlo events, both the angle of the—

maximum momentum track and the tau’s angle itself could be found.

Histograms of {Cos(O~) - Cos(O~ax)} Were made for all lefi and fight handed

events (shown in figure 3.6) . It was found that a gaussian could be fit to

each histogram.

-.
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Figure 3.6

the plot of Cos(etau)-Cos(Omax) described above was

ranges of angles separately for both left and right _-

The gaussian fitto

performed for four

handed events. (figure 3.7) Both the width and themean ofthis distribution

show some COS(6) dependence. There is a small difference between the

width of the gaussian between small and large angles but has a negligible

effecton the measured as~metry. Mso there was a slight change in the

mean of the gaussian for higher angle tracks but again this shift in the—

mean produced a very slight shift in the asymmetry which could be

neglected to first order. So, both of these effects have a small effect on the

measured value for AT but it assumed to be accounted for in the Monte

Carlo correction to A7.

-.
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Figure 3.7
--

This bias has been studied with Koral ZMonte Carlo by comparing the

value of AT calculated from exact momentum and charge information in all .

~ pairs produced by the Monte Carlo and comparing to the value after the

same events have been decayed, reconstructed, cut and analyzed as real

data. This difference between these two sets of data was found for two

different methods of determining A7. So a correction factor was found for

both methods that were used to determine AT. The details and size of these

corrections will be given in the two analysis sections in chapter 4.

--
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. 3.5 Wrong He-hem Atignment

In about 0.1% of the events, the wrong forward-backward assi~ent is

made because the event produced a tau pair at close to 900 to the beampipe

and the maximum momentum track was found in the opposing

hemisphere or in very rare cases the ch=ge of each side was misidentified.

This effect is assumed to be accounted for in the Monte Carlo correction

discussed in section 3-4.

. 3.6 Petition Me ~ment km

There were also errors in the Compton polarimeter’s measurement of

the polarization of the electron beam. There was a 1.3% errofi in the beam

polarization measurement for the 1993 data sample and a 0.6390 error6 in

the polarization measurement for the 1994-95 data sample.

errors were accounted for by adjusting the measured

accordingly.

In addition, there was a second error which is more
—

Both of these

polarization

subtle which

contributed to the error in the polarization measurement. This factor was

named the Chromaticity Effect. The error was introduced because the

Compton polarimeter measured the polarization of all electrons including

those which were not at the core of the beam. By examining the beam

profile, it can be shown that there is a substantial low energy tail outside

the core of the beam that has a lower polarization than the rest of the beam.

The luminosity, however, comes dominantly from the core of the beam, so
-.
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the measured Compton value is lower that a proper luminosity weighted

value. In other words, the Chromaticity effect has the effect of moving the

polarization measurement to a lower value. The Chromaticity effect was

measured to be 1.7906 for the 1993 run and 0.270 for the 1994-95 data m.7

This effect was accounted for by adjusting it by a factor of 1.02 to the

measured =ymmetry for the 1993 run and 1.002 for the 1994-95 sample.

y;.--< >,O--CNN_
Ititial State Radiation Final State Radiation

figure 3.8

The cross section which is used to define the parameter AT, that was

given in chapter 1, is ody a tree level calculation and thus does not take into

account radiative corrections (as shown in figure 3.7) or y-Z and y-y

interference terms. The effect of these corrections for the muon have been

determined in the Zfitter program by M. Swartz.8 It was assumed in this

analysis that these corrections although calculated for the muon were

nearly correct for the tau. He calculated a correction of -0.004 for the

-.
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method and a correction

the y-Z and WY exchange

of -0.005 for a log WeWood measurement due to

terms and radiative comections.

A summ~ of the backgrounds and systematic errors which have been

discussed in this chapter in the measurement and their respective

magnitudes is contained in Chapter 4.

-.
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As stated in chapter 1, one method of

asymmetry is by calculating the left-right

calculating the electroweak

improved forward-backward

asymmetry. The events which passed though both the tau group’s set of

cuts and the additional set of purification cuts were then divided into

forward and backward events with polarization left or right. The left-right

improved forward-backward as~metry was defined as

(1.10)

If the luminosity of the beam is assumed to be the same for both left and

right polarizations and the degree of polarization of the electron beam is

constant, then the definition given for ~~ for the left right improved

forward-backward asymmetry may be redefined.me crosssection(o)may

be replaced by number (N=oL) since the luminosity is equal for both

polarizations. By using this division of the event sample, ~~ was

calculated as

(4.1)
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Both 1993 and 1994-95 events in the SLD tau data smple were divided

into forwnd, and bachard events for lefi, and right polarizations.

N rb I in I m

Table 4.1

Table 4.1 fists the number of events which fdl into each of the respective

categories.

Beam Polanzalion
SLD 1~2 - i 995 Data

100% I 1 I r , I 1
1

o 20,W0 40,mo m,m 80,m Ioo,m 12n@M Ia,m Ia,w

z count

Figure 4.1

--
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A major disadvantage of using ~~ the method of calculating the

asymmetry is the requirement that the polarization is constant for the

period which each ~~ calculation is made. During both the 1993 and the

1994-95 run the polarization ramped up horn a low initial value. ~s is

shown in figure 4.1.

Because of this requirement of constant polarization, restrictions were

placed on the net polarization of the events that were counted to measure

~~. ~ese were that for 1993 data the net polarization of the beam had to be

greater than 62% and for 1994-95 data the degree of polarization was forced

to be greater than 76%.

As discussed in chapter 1, the forward-backward

asymmetry is related to the electroweak asymmetry by

improved lefi-right

—.

(1.10)

However, this is only true if the detector was fully hermetic. & discussed

earlier, the detector tracting becomes inefficient in the region closer than

45 degrees to the beam pipe. ~erefore, the value of 3/4 must be corrected by

a factor which takes into account this inefficiency of the current tracking

routines used in reconstruction of events. So the relationship between the

left-right improved forward-backward asymmetry and the electroweak

asymmetry is changed to

A* = PA..
-.

(4.2)
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where k is defined as

27(x)dx

k=O, 0 =0.6017-..

[(l+x2)dx

(4.3)

where x=cos(e). The limits on the inte~als represent a hard fiducial

volume cut at 45 de~ees. Note that if the limits were increased to include

the entire volume of SLD, then k = ~ as expected. In order to obtain a better

estimate for k, the Monte Carlo taus which passed the purity cuts were

plotted as a function of Cos(e) and then divided by

sample as a function of Cos(0) to form an efficiency

fi~e 4.2.

the total Monte Carlo

plot. This is shown in

--

—
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M~T (a least square fitting algorithm from the CE~ tibrary) was used

to fit a titiond form to the plot. The plot was fit to the fo~owing fiction.

E(x)= Nom(:-;e&(lxl-~))

where e$ = ~!e-uzdu and x=COS(6).
fi~

be written=

2! E(x)(x)&
k=l 0

JE(X)(l +x2)dx
o

(4.4)

Thus, the correction factor codd now

(4.5)

MI~T fit the fiction to the efficiency plot md found the following values

for all thee of the parameters in Etix,~,thrsh):

a = 0.0332* 0.00024

thrsh = 0.7037 * 0.0056

By inserting these values into the Erf function and then numerically

integrating of equation 4.5, the value of k was determined to be

k= 0.604* 0.013

With the measurement of this correction factor (k) and the net

polarization for the run, the measured forward-backward improved left-
-.
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right asymrnet~ codd be converted into a measurement of the electroweak

asymmetry for the tau lepton. The fid resdts are @ven in table 4.2.

The measurement error was dominated by low statistics.The variance

of the as~etry as a function ofthe nuber of taus was cdcdated to be

(4.6)

Year Nhr of Taus Pomtion -e-

1993 624 0.633 0.21% 0.105

1994-95 1693 0.775 0.181k 0.052

Table 4.2

The 1993 value has been corrected for the chromaticity effect. (h —.

additional uncertainty of 0.0045 has been added in quadrature for the 1993

data. This is due to the additional uncertainty in the polarization

measurement due to chromaticity in the 1993 data not matched in the 1994-

95 data.). The aspmetries for right and left handed events can be seen

below in figure 4.3.—

The two sets of runs are combined according to their statistical errors as:

4(1994-95) + Ar(1993)

(~1994-95)2 (~1993)2
4( Total) = 1 ‘total =

(~1994-95)2 + (~1:93)2 E ‘47-8)

-.
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where Az is the asymmetry for that @ven year and o is the statistical error

for that year.
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Figure 4.3
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Am Method

Backgrounds -

ho Photin Events bss than 0.1 %
Wide Angle Bhabhas Less than 0.1%
Muons 0.14%
Hadron 0.02 %
Cosmic ray flu Nil
Misiden~ed Hemisphere 0.1%

Corrections
(dl rektive)

Chromaticity Effect 1.7&l.1% (1993)
0.2* .05% (199495)

Intefierence Terms -0.004
y-y term
y - Z Term (off peak running)

Radiative Corrections
Monte Carlo correction -0.0125

(V-A effect, Misidentified
Hemisphere, etc.)

Significant Systematic Uncertainties
(allrehtive)

-.

Error ink 1.3%
Error in kam poltiation measurement 1.1% (1993)

0.05 (1994-95)
Limited Monte Carlo Statistics 2.5%

Table 4.3

Wo cofiections were made to ttis measurement. First, a Monte Carlo

correction was made which accounted for the V-A effect, misidentified

hemispheres, etc. as discussed in section 3.4. ~s correction was made by

comparing the calculated of Ah for raw generator level tau information

and the value of ~fi for taus which have been have been decayed,

reconstructed, cut and analyzed as red data. me difference between these

two sets was found to be 0.0125 * 0.01. Second, the correction for
-.
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interference term and radiative corrections discussed in section 3.5 was

apphed. The tau electroweak as~metry parameter was measured to be:

& = 0.175& 0.046 (stat)* 0.005 (sys)

-aM ~ment _ bg ~e~d T_~e

The second method used to measure the electroweak asymmetry for the

tau was the Maximum Likelihood Method. The data sample that was used

consisted of the same 1993 and 1994-95 tau events which were used in the

~fi analysis except that there was no

The log like~ood method is a standard

limitation on the net polarization.

analysis technique that is described

in many physics statistical analysis texts such as Lyonesl and Eadie2.

However a brief description will follow below.

The likelihood function is defined as a product of probability densities

which are given as some finction flxi,~j). In this function, the variables xi

are measured quantities and ~j is Some un~own par=eter(s). The

likelihood fiction is shown in 4.9.

L=~f(xi, ~i) (4.9)

This likelihood function is calctiated for a various values for the unknown

parameter a. Thus, a value for a may be found

likelihood function. To determine the most probable

-.

which maximizes the

value of a, one usually
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instead mtimizes the function in terms of the Iog[flxi,u)l as in equation

4.10.

~ = log[L] = ~log[f(xi,~i)]

~ch has a maximum at a value of a such that:

(4.10)

(4.11)

The definition of one standard deviation is taken as the interval over

which where the log~] drops by 0.5* horn its maximm value. In this case

of this analysis, the probability density is proportional to the cross section

for a e+e;,~ + Z“ + Z+~- event. This cross section was given in equation 1-7.

Thus, the likelihood function becomes the sum of the production cross
-.

section of every event measured in the tau data sample.

da

d(cos(e))
=(l+PA,6~,)(l+cos2 (6))+ 2( P5m+A~)AZcos(6) (l-7)

--

Remember in the definition of the cross section, that ~lr is +1 for a left

handed beam and -1 for a right handed beam, P is the magnitude of the

polarization of the beam and Al is the asymmetry of the electron and the tau

respectively. Thus the log likelihood fiction is defined as

--

* NOTE: not 50% of the mtimum value, but where the tition hops by a value of 0.5
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(4.12)

So for this analysis, the variables (xi) in the formulation of the log-

hkelihood =e the angle of the mtimum negative charged track given as 0

(wtich is an approximation to the angle of the tau, since the tau cannot be

observed tiectly) and the poltization of the beam. AT is the parameter a,

which is varied over a fixed range so that it may be maximized. Thus, for

clarity the log-likely finction fl{xi],~i) may be rewritten as fl{ei,Pi},A~) (as

shown in eqn 4-12). & is tied to its standard value 0.1553 as measured by

CERN and SLD. In order to reflect vertex corrections due to initial and

final state radiation, the observed value of Ae might v- from this Born

level value because of these higher level corrections. It was found,

however, that the measured value of AT using the log likelihood method --

was insensitive to this small variation of&.

In order to

value for Az

determine the V-A effect on the measured value for AT, the

was determined at two different stages of running Monte Carlo

data. These ‘stages were generator level events, and events passing dl

cuts, just as it was done for the method ~fi. SO the net effect of the cuts =d

using the maximum momentum track on the MC tau data sample appears

to be that the measured asymmetry using the maximum momentum track

(as one must for a real tau since the tau decays at virtually the interaction

point) seems to be 0.010 higher than the raw asymmetry of the generator

level taus as measured before any restrictions were placed on them. This is

if about the s~-e size as with the Monte Carlo comection of 0.0125 observed
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using the ~fi method described in section 4.1. ~us, horn ttis analysis

one may conclude that the asymmetry that is measured on red data is 0.01

too tigh because of the V-A effect, and other effects discussed in section 3.4

and thus must be corrected for.
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Figure 4.4

me red filtered tau data for the 1993 and 1994-95 runs were subjected to

the s-e’ log likelihood analysis. (see figure 4.4) Note that udike ~~, all

the data could be used and not only the data where the polarization is

constant. So the event sample increased from 2730 events to 3155 events.

me log likelihood method found that A~=O. 193i0.05. Making the -0.010-.

Monte Carlo correction described above and the -0.005 correction for
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radiative corrections and

log likelihood method is

intetierence terms; the net asymmetry using the

Az= 0.179* 0.040 (stat.)* 0.0038 (sys.).

Likelihood Method

Backgrounds

ho Photon Events Less than 0.1 %
Wide Angle Bhabhas Less thm 0.1%
Muons 0.14%
Hadron 0.02 %
Cosmic ray flu Nil

Corrections
(all relative)

Chromatic@ Effect 1.7*1.170 (1993)
0.2+ .05% (199495)

Intetierence Terms -0.005
y-y term

y- Z Term (off ped ~ing)
-.

Radiative Corrections
Monte Carlo Correction -0.010

(V-A effect, etc.)

Significant Systematic Uncertainties
(all relative)

Wor in bam poltiation measwement 1.1% (1993)— 0.05 (1994-95)
LimitedMonte Carlo Statistics 2.5%

Table 4.4

-.
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. U timxn ktieen Meth*

With the ~~ measurement which was ody run on data born 1993 with

polarization greater than 60% and 1994-95 with polarization neater than

75% we found that tier dl corrections were made to the asymmetry that

& = 0.175+ 0.046 (stat)+ 0.005 (sys).

With the log-likelihood measurement which was run on au events passing

dl sets of cuts regardless of the net polarization of the measurement of the

asymmetry gave after dl corrections that

Az= 0.179& 0.040 (stat.)* 0.005 (sYs.).

Note that there seems to be some difference between the two

-.

measurements

techniques. However the two measurements were made using different

samples. As a cross check, the log likelihood measurement was made with

the same restrictions on the net polarization of the beam that was placed on

the data for measurement via ~~ (that is that the net polarization for 1993

eventi had to be greater than 0.63 and for 1994-95 events, it had to be greater

than 0.75) When this restriction was placed upon the sample, the

asymmetry was measured to be tier all corrections

A7= 0.173* 0.041 (stat.) k 0.005 (sys.).

-.
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Note that this measurement for the asymmetry is in good agreement with

the value measured using the ~~ method.

- 44 tincltion

This analysis found that the electroweak asymmetry parameter for the

tau lepton has a value of

A7= 0.179& 0.040 (stat.)& 0.005 (sYs.).

This is in good statistical agreement with the 1995 combined LEP4

measurement for AT using data from all four experiments of

Az= 0.142A 0.008.

Mso, The measurement discussed in this thesis seems to agree with the

1995 measurement by SLD of the electroweak asyrnmet~ for the electron.

SLD measured

—

& = 0.155+- 0.004.

In conclusion, the measured value electroweak aspmetry for the tau

using the SLD data sample seems to be in agreement with the

measurement of the same asymmetry using the unpolarized electron beam

made at the LEP experiments, and dso the measurement of the asymmetry

for the electronalso made at SLD. So finally, it may be concluded that the
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measurement of the asymmetry for the tau is in agreement with the

assmption of lepton universafi~ and thus is in agreement with the GWS

standard model. It is expected that the SLD value for the electroweak

asymmetry will improve with the increased statistics horn the coming

years’ runting.

—

-.
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